Agenda

1. SSR
2. Library to check out Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck
3. Station Rotations:
   a. Station One (handout): Anticipation Guide: Discuss each topic with your group. Come up with your own response and one defendable sentence to support it.
   b. Station Two (Cornell Notes): Mental health and Disabilities in America: Look over the infographics (one and two) and decide on 5 key points from the data and one or two discoveries new to you.
   c. Station Three: (Cornell Notes) Steinbeck Biography: Bio.com A biography is a simple story of life. Biographies analyze and interpret the events of a person's life. Try to find interesting and unique facts to spark the reader's interest. Answer who, what, when, where, why questions. Include important life events. Include names and dates. Topics of Interest: family, career, education, awards/achievements, legacy, interesting facts
   d. Station Four: Archetype notes with Chart
   e. Station Five: Chapter One of OMAM with annotations (see options and choose one for this first chapter)
Station One

a. Station One (handout): Anticipation Guide: Discuss each topic with your group. Come up with your own response and one defendable sentence to support it.
Station Two:

a. Station Two (Cornell Notes): Mental health and Disabilities in America: Look over the infographics: (one and two) and decide on 5 key points from each of the infographics. Look for interesting data one or two discoveries new to you.
Station Three

a. Station Three: (Cornell Notes) Steinbeck Biography: Bio.com

b. A biography is a simple story of life. Biographies analyze and interpret the events of a person’s life. Try to find interesting and unique facts to spark the reader’s interest. Answer who, what, when, where, why questions. Include important life events. Include names and dates. Topics of Interest: family, career, education, awards/achievements, legacy, interesting facts.
Station Four

Station Four: Archetype notes (link here) with Chart (link here)

1. Angel
2. Avenger (savior)
3. Child (wounded, innocent, divine)
4. Companion (sidekick)
5. Destroyer (spoiler, villain, femme fatale)
6. Clown (fool, jester)
7. Gambler
8. Goddess
9. Judge (critic, examiner)
10. Alchemist (magician, wizard)
11. Mentor
12. Warrior (amazon, mercenary)
a. Station Five: Chapter One of OMAM with annotations
b. Take a look at your options and choose one for this first chapter.